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Abstract
Electron bunches in an undulator develop periodic density
fluctuations, or microbunches, which enable the exponential gain of power in an X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL).
For certain applications, one would like to preserve this
microbunching structure of the electron bunch as it experiences a dipole kick which bends its trajectory. This process,
called microbunch rotation, rotates the microbunches and
aligns them perpendicular to the new direction of electron
travel. Microbunch rotation was demonstrated experimentally by MacArthur et al. with soft x-rays [1] and additional
unpublished data demonstrated microbunch rotation with
hard x-rays. Further investigations into the magnetic lattice
used to rotate these microbunches showed that microbunches
can be rotated using an achromatic lattice with a small R56,
connecting this technique to earlier studies of achromatic
bends. Here, we propose and study a practical way to rotate
Angstrom-level microbunching as an out-coupling mechanism for the Optical Cavity-Based X-ray FEL (CBXFEL)
project at SLAC.

CAVITY-BASED XFELS AND THE
CBXFEL PROJECT
Current state-of-the-art XFELs, including the LCLS at
SLAC, are SASE (Self-Amplified Spontaneous Emission)
XFELs, as depicted in Fig. 1A. A several GeV electron beam
passes through an undulator, a series of alternating northsouth magnets which rapidly bend the e-beam trajectory back
and forth. An e-beam/radiation collective instability occurs
when this oscillating electron beam interacts with light at a
resonant wavelength, developing periodic density modulations, “microbunches,” which increase the coherence of resonant X-ray synchrotron radiation emitted by the electrons.
In a SASE XFEL, the light which seeds the XFEL arises
from noise. This light is incoherent and low intensity, thus
many undulators are required to microbunch the electron
beam and produce bright X-rays. The resultant X-ray pulse
is transversely coherent, but longitudinally chaotic, with a
longitudinal coherence length inversely proportional to the
spectral bandwidth of the XFEL amplifier, 𝑙 𝑐𝑜ℎ ∼ 𝜎1𝜔 [2].
This longitudinal coherence can be increased by seeding
with X-rays of a narrower bandwidth than the XFEL amplifier. Lacking compact coherent X-ray sources, one solution
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is to use monochromatized X-rays generated from SASE to
seed the XFEL process, as is done in a cavity-based XFEL.
The CBXFEL Project will demonstrate two-pass gain in
the LCLS-II hard X-ray undulator line using the LCLS copper linac in two-bunch mode. Four diamond (400) mirrors
will wrap seven undulators (∼ 35 m) to form a rectangular
optical cavity as depicted in Fig. 1B. Hard X-rays at 9.83 keV
from the first bunch will Bragg reflect and return to seed a
trailing fresh electron bunch on the subsequent pass.
CBXFEL will develop technologies to enable future
production-level cavity-based XFELs which leverage the
high repetition rate (1 MHz) and electron energy (8 GeV) of
the LCLS-II High Energy (HE) upgrade [3]. These cavities
may wrap the entire 130 m undulator line at SLAC such that
the photon cavity round trip time matches the arrival of MHz
electron bunches.
Table 1 summarizes the projected outputs of such
production-level facilities in two modes, X-ray Regenerative Amplifier FEL (XRAFEL) and X-ray FEL Oscillator
(XFELO). XRAFEL is a high gain system, regenerating a
large percentage of the X-ray power on each pass through
the cavity. XRAFEL can produce >5 times the peak power
and 100 times the energy resolution of a SASE FEL, while
maintaining short pulse lengths. XFELO is a low-gain system which builds up X-ray power over many passes. XFELO
produces X-ray pulses with 10,000 times narrower energy
resolution, and 1000 times higher average spectral brightness, with the trade-off of longer X-ray pulses. Both have
high longitudinal coherence and stability, replacing chaotic
arrival times of SASE spikes.
Table 1: Projected Cavity-based XFEL Properties [4, 5]
Gain
Passes
to Saturation
Peak Power
Average Power
Bandwidth
Average Spectral
 Brightness 
photons
s mm2 mrad2 .1 %BW

Pulse Length
Temporal Stability
and Coherence
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SASE
High
1

XRAFEL
High
10’s

XFELO
Low
100’s

10 GW
100 W
(1 MHz)
10 eV

>50 GW
10 W
(10 kHz)
0.1 eV

10 MW
20 W
(1 MHz)
20 meV

1025

1026

1028

1-100 fs
Poor

20 fs
Excellent

1 ps
Excellent
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Figure 1: XFEL Schemes: A) a single-pass conventional SASE XFEL, B) a cavity-based XFEL with drumhead crystal
outcoupling, C) a cavity-based XFEL with microbunch rotation outcoupling.
The projections shown in Table 1 represent recent studies on XRAFEL and XFELO, and incorporate two different methods of out-coupling X-rays from the optical cavity. CBXFEL is investigating several possible outcoupling
methods. The baseline for CBXFEL will be outcoupling
through a drumhead diamond crystal which has been thinned
to ∼ 20 µm, as depicted in Fig. 1B [6], but other methods
include drilling a ∼ 100 µm hole in the mirror [7], inserting
a grating beamsplitter to separate the X-ray beam into multiple diffraction orders [8], or utilizing an active Q-switching
method [9]. The former three of these are passive methods,
which outcouple a portion of the X-ray pulse on each pass
through the cavity, while the last is an active method, where
an optical pulse actively controls the reflectivity of the outcoupling mirror to outcouple a larger portion of the X-ray
beam after a certain number of passes. The passive methods
retain a high repetition rate, and thus a high average power,
but only couple out a small percentage of the X-ray power
on each pass, reducing their peak power. Active outcoupling
methods outcouple a large percentage of the X-ray power,
and thus have large peak power, but lower repetition rate and
thus lower average power as they outcouple less frequently.
These properties are reflected in Table 1, where the
XRAFEL scheme shown utilized an active q-switching
method, and the XFELO scheme utilized a drumhead crystal outcoupling. A passive outcoupling scheme which can
outcouple a large percentage of the X-ray power could dramatically increase the average power of XRAFEL and the
peak power of XFELO above the values given in Table 1.
Microbunch rotation is a passive outcoupling method
CBXFEL is investigating to outcouple X-ray power comparable to the cavity power by exploiting the electron beam.
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MICROBUNCH ROTATION
OUTCOUPLING
A cavity-based X-ray FEL with microbunch rotation outcoupling is depicted in Fig. 1C. Electron microbunches generated in the XFEL process are preserved as the electron
bunch experiences a dipole kick. These microbunches can
then be lased in a downstream undulator to produce X-rays
at an angle to the original beam axis. X-rays rotated outside
the diamond rocking curve (∼ 8 µrad), will not be reflected
by the cavity mirrors and will exit the cavity.
Microbunch rotation through an achromatic bend was
previously demonstrated for outcoupling infrared FEL oscillators [10], and has also been demonstrated experimentally
with X-ray microbunches. MacArthur et al. demonstrated a
5 µrad rotation with soft x-ray microbunches [1] and additional unpublished data demonstrated 5 µrad rotation with
hard x-ray microbunches. Shorter radiation wavelengths are
more challenging for microbunch rotation, as microbunches
are separated at the radiation wavelength, 𝜆𝑟 , and the bunching factor for a given microbunch, 𝑏 = ⟨𝑒 𝑖 𝜃 ⟩, 𝜃 ≈ ( 2𝜆𝜋𝑟 + 2𝜆𝜋𝑢 )𝑧,
is more sensitive to changes in the z position of the particles
relative to the center of the microbunch. CBXFEL must use
hard, 9.83 keV, X-rays to Bragg-reflect at 45◦ from diamond
400, and we must achieve a ∼ 10 µrad rotation to miss the
diamond 400 rocking curve. Thus, we must extend previous
work on hard X-ray microbunch rotation to higher angles.
Recent work has demonstrated microbunch rotation by
employing three offset quadrupole magnets of the strong
focusing (FODO) lattice in the undulator line. This enables
existing magnets to provide the dipole kicks, and reduces
the need to rematch the beta function following rotation.
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Analytical Matrix Method
We model propagation of a single electron microbunch
through an offset quadrupole triplet using a beam transport
matrix. In the first order beam transport matrix in 𝑥, 𝑥 ′, 𝑧, Δ𝛾
𝛾
phase space,
 𝑅11

 𝑅21
𝑅 = 
 𝑅51
 𝑅61


𝑅12
𝑅22
𝑅52
𝑅62

𝑅15 R16
𝑅25 R26
,
𝑅55 R56

𝑅65 𝑅66

(1)

there are three matrix elements (in bold) which couple energy
spread, Δ𝛾
𝛾 , to the transverse and longitudinal dimensions
of the bunch. Setting all three of these matrix elements
to zero (an isochronous lattice) would eliminate all first
order microbunching degradation. Here, to simplify the
implementation, we only require the lattice to be achromatic
(𝑅16 = 0 and 𝑅26 = 0), and R56 to be small.
We construct a beam transport matrix of three offset
quadrupoles with focal lengths 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , and 𝑓3 and drifts 𝐿 1
and 𝐿 2 between them, and require the transport matrix to
be achromatic as described in detail in [11] (The authors
note a typo in the offsets found in that document; the correct
offsets in the thin quadrupole approximation are given here).
Doing this, we find the optimal offsets for each quadrupole
𝑜 1 , 𝑜2 , and 𝑜 3 at final beam trajectory angle 𝛼:
−𝛼 𝑓1 𝑓2
𝐿1
𝛼 𝑓2 ( 𝑓2 𝐿 1 + 𝑓2 𝐿 2 − 2𝐿 1 𝐿 2 )
𝑜2 =
𝐿1 𝐿2
−𝛼(𝐿 22 + 𝑓2 𝑓3 )
.
𝑜3 =
𝐿2
𝑜1 =

(2)

If we implement microbunch rotation in a FODO lattice
where 𝑓1 = 𝑓3 = − 𝑓2 , and 𝐿 1 = 𝐿 2 = 𝐿, these simplify to:
𝛼 𝑓12
𝐿 

𝑓1
𝑜2 = 2𝛼 𝑓1 1 +
𝐿
𝑜1 =

𝑜3 =

(3)

Figure 2: Important beam transport matrix elements through
an achromatic offset quadrupole triplet.
Thus, we choose the first quadrupole of the triplet to be a
defocusing quadrupole in the plane of the quadrupole offset.
Once we have the beam transport matrix, R, we construct
a matrix, Σ1 , describing the initial electron distribution in a
single Gaussian microbunch, with standard deviations 𝜎𝑥21 =
1 2
⟨𝑥 12 ⟩, 𝜎𝑥2′ = ⟨𝑥1′2 ⟩, 𝜎𝑧21 = ⟨𝑧21 ⟩ and 𝜎𝛿21 = ⟨( 𝛿𝛾
𝛾 ) ⟩. We start
1
at the center of the first quadrupole, where there is zero x-x’
correlation, and assume zero correlation in other planes.
𝜎𝑦21

 0
Σ1 = 
 0
 0


0 

0 
 , Σ = 𝑅Σ1 𝑅𝑇 .
1
(5)
0 𝜎𝑧21
0 
0
0 𝜎𝛿21 
p
From the final Σ matrix, we find 𝜎𝑧 = ⟨𝑧2 ⟩ and calculate
the bunching factor along the new beam trajectory.

0
0

Genesis Simulations
To support this analytical matrix model, we performed time-independent simulations of an achromatic offset quadrupole triplet using Genesis [12]. Undulators,
quadrupoles and drifts were based on the LCLS-II hard X-ray
undulator line (rounded to the nearest period, 𝜆𝑢 ), and electron and photon energies were chosen to match CBXFEL, as
given in Table 1. Electrons were pre-bunched in 15 vertically
polarized undulators, then sent through three horizontally
offset quadrupoles to perform a 10 µrad rotation.
Table 2: Genesis Simulation Parameters

𝛼( 𝑓12 − 𝐿 2 )
.
𝐿

𝐵1′
𝐵2′
𝐵3′
𝑎𝑤
𝐸 𝑒−
𝜎𝑦1
𝜎𝑧1

We also choose our lattice such that the R56 is small. For
an offset quadrupole triplet in a FODO lattice, R56 is:


2 𝑓1
2𝐿
𝑅56 = 𝛼2 𝑓1 1 +
+ 2.
(4)
𝐿
𝛾
Examining this, the 2𝐿
factor is the drift R56, and the
𝛾2


𝛼2 𝑓1 1 + 2𝐿𝑓1 factor is due to the dipole kick in the center quadrupole. These two contributions can be seen clearly
in Fig. 2. In the convention used here, the drift R56 will
always be positive. Considering a stable FODO lattice will
always have 𝐿 ≤ 2| 𝑓1 |, we find the dipole kick R56 will also
always be positive, but the R56 will be smaller if 𝑓1 < 0.

0
𝜎𝑦2′

−64.267 T/m
65.600 T/m
−64.267 T/m
1.6976
10.2 GeV
1.779 × 10−5 m
3.212 × 10−11 m

𝐿1
𝐿 Quad
𝐿 Und
𝜆𝑢
𝐸 𝜆𝑟
𝜎𝑦1′
𝜎 𝛿1

4.004 m
5.2 cm
3.3 m
2.6 cm
9.83 keV
1.124 × 10−6 rad
5.198 × 10−4

Triplet Quadrupole Offsets:
𝑜1

254 µm

𝑜2

298 µm

𝑜3

214 µm

As shown in Fig. 3C, in simulation 78% of the bunching
factor was recovered following microbunch rotation. The
analytical matrix model predicts 83% recovery. We expect
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the simulation may differ slightly from the analytical model
due to second-order effects. Figure 4C shows the x-z phase
space after microbunch rotation. A high bunching factor at
an angle in the x-z plane is evident.

Figure 4: x-z phase space A) directly before the 1st
quadrupole, B) in the center of the 2nd quadrupole and C)
directly after the 3rd quadrupole. These simulations were
done for a single time-independent slice, where Genesis
allows electrons to slip into multiple (∼ 5) pondermotive
buckets, as the undulator equations remain the same. These
buckets were retained when converting to z for visual clarity.

FUTURE WORK
We are actively investigating a second-order matrix theory to explain the difference in between the simulated microbunching recovery and the analytical solution. We also
need to simulate lasing of these rotated microbunches in
re-pointed undulator segments, and perform tolerance testing to understand this system’s sensitivity to variations in
quadrupole offset and other experimental factors. We will experimentally verify this microbunch rotation once LCLS-II
construction is complete. These microbunch rotation studies
could be taken beyond this achromatic scheme, which uses
existing LCLS-II infrastructure, to make more useful microbunching rotation schemes for CBXFEL and other XFEL
applications. Our current lattice uses existing quadrupole
magnets in the hard X-ray undulator line, several meters
apart. Making this system shorter while keeping R56 low
requires short focal length quadrupoles with much stronger
gradients (>100 T/m), requiring permanent magnets. We
may also investigate the isochronous solution, which also
sets R56 to zero, but still requires strong permanent magnets
and larger quadrupole offsets.

CONCLUSION

Figure 3: Comparison of analytical matrix model and Genesis simulation through an offset quadrupole triplet: A) electron trajectory, B) tilt angle at which bunching was measured,
(determined by the analytical method) C) bunching factor.
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These simulations demonstrate robust angstrom-level microbunch rotation of 10 µrad at electron and photon parameters suitable for CBXFEL, with the potential to rotate to
even higher angles. These results support the feasibility of
microbunch rotation outcoupling for a cavity-based XFEL,
and will be continued to be developed through theoretical,
simulation and experimental methods.
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Pinhole Mirrors,” arXiv:1905.06279 [physics.acc-ph] May
2019, Accessed: May 04, 2020. [Online] http://arxiv.
org/abs/1905.06279
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